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ANNOUNCEMENTS

 

HESS OPENS AN INDUSTRIAL PLANT IN PORTO AREA 
 

NOVEMBER 2022

 

 

Hess, the Swiss bus manufacturer, will start a new plant in Porto area to meet the
high demand for trolleybuses and e-buses.

 

 

KUEHNE+NAGEL OPENS TECH HUB IN PORTO
 

DECEMBER 2022

 

 

DEC. 2022

https://www.portugalglobal.pt/PT/PortugalNews/Paginas/NewDetail.aspx?newId={87BB1355-7621-4EE4-B70B-7B49DC92416C}


 

Transport and logistics group Kuehne+Nagel, a Fortune 500 company headquartered in
Switzerland, will begin its digital journey in Porto with a new tech hub that will hire
200 new talents.
Porto IT Hub will bring Kuehne+Nagel’s core logistics processes to the next level by
developing e-solutions, critical products, and new digital services that make supply
chains more resilient, transparent, and sustainable.

 

 

 

TLSCONTACT LAUNCHES TECHNOLOGY HUB IN LISBON
 

NOVEMBER 2022

 

 

https://jobs.kuehne-nagel.com/global/en/blogarticle/the-porto-office-opening-a-celebration-of-the-shared-future


TLScontact, a global visa and consular services specialist, part of the French
Teleperformance Group, is developing a new European technology hub in Lisbon to
support international growth and the evolution of its digital platform.
The company already hired 30 people and continues to recruit for a range of
technology roles.

 

 

 

 

EXPANSION

 

NOKIA TO OPEN 5G AND 6G R&D CENTRE IN PORTUGAL
 

NOVEMBER 2022

 

 

Nokia announced the opening of a new R&D centre focused on 5G and future 6G
mobile network technology at its Portuguese campus in the Lisbon region, aiming to
create 100 new jobs within the next two years.
The vibrant technology ecosystem and highly skilled talent pool, as well as the
country's stability and location in Europe, were contributing factors for Nokia to
locate this centre in Portugal.

 

 

https://www.portugalglobal.pt/PT/PortugalNews/Paginas/NewDetail.aspx?newId={DD01EA67-D657-4BB2-B41B-A8BA22515155}
https://www.nokia.com/about-us/news/releases/2022/11/28/nokia-to-open-new-5g-and-6g-research-and-development-center-in-portugal/


CONTINENTAL EXPANDS TO NEW ACTIVITIES
 

NOVEMBER 2022

 

 

The German Group Continental announced the establishment of a new company –
Continental Solution Centre – in Lousado, north of Portugal, which will provide
worldwide support in areas such as R&D, software & application programming,
automation, SAP, hardware engineering, cloud, data science, AI, among others.
The performance of Continental's tire plant in Lousado was crucial for this expansion
move, along with the success of university partnerships and a favourable business
environment.

 

 

 

TATA TO ESTABLISH AIRLINE DIGITAL CENTRE IN
PORTUGAL
 

NOVEMBER 2022

Indian giant Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) will establish an Airline Digital Centre
(ADC) in Portugal to leverage the local talent pool and TCS’ global teams to build new
systems that innovatively use digital technologies.
In the future, this ADC will be used as a nearshore centre to serve other global airline
customers of TCS, creating more technology jobs in Portugal.
 

https://irp.cdn-website.com/52a66e07/files/uploaded/20221122_PR%20Nova%20Continental%20Solution%20Center%20Portugal%20em%20Lousado.pdf


 

 

NTT DATA OPENS TECH HUB IN GUARDA
 

NOVEMBER 2022

 

This is the ninth tech hub established by NTT Data in Portugal, which will focus on
Salesforce and customer experience. Besides the headquarters in Lisbon, NTT Data
opened hubs in Braga, Castelo Branco, Coimbra, Porto, Évora and Óbidos.

 

 

 

INOXPA INAUGURATES NEW PLANT IN PORTUGAL
 

NOVEMBER 2022

Component and equipment manufacturer INOXPA, part of the Italian Group
Interpump, has recently inaugurated the new Improved Solutions Portugal (ISP) plant
in Vale de Cambra, Porto metro area.

 

 

 

PORTUGAL IS HOME TO FUJIFILM’S LARGEST GLOBAL
SERVICE CENTRE IN EUROPE
 

NOVEMBER 2022

Fujifilm recently established its Global Service Centre in Gaia, north of Portugal, an
operation that includes endoscope repair and the largest technical support centre in

https://www.tcs.com/who-we-are/newsroom/press-release/tap-air-portugal-selects-tcs-accelerate-digital-transformation-journey-drive-innovation
https://pt.nttdata.com/newsfolder/ntt-data-cria-hub-na-cidade-da-guarda
https://www.inoxpa.com/company/news/new-plant-in-portugal


Europe for digital cameras and lenses, the CRS. This centre will now cover 25 markets
in the EMEA region.

 

BOSCH SELECTS BRAGA TO DEVELOP EMBEDDED
SOFTWARE FOR AIRBAGS AND BRAKES  
 

DECEMBER 2022

Bosch continues to expand its R&D capabilities in Portugal and announced it will
create a new software development team of 100 for the latest generation of
automotive security systems in Braga.

 

 

 

iCAPITAL INAUGURATES NEW OFFICE IN LISBON
 

NOVEMBER 2022

Fintech platform iCapital has announced the recent expansion and official opening of
its new Lisbon office as the company's global hub for technology development and
operations. According to the company, the presence in Portugal is key to iCapital's
global ambitions. Following the acquisition of Portugal-based product development
company Runtime Group Ltd in 2020, iCapital significantly expanded its presence in
Lisbon and currently employs over 150 people in Portugal.

 

 

 

 
 

INDUSTRY HIGHLIGHT

 

 

https://www.bosch.pt/noticias-e-historias/2022/bosch-escolhe-braga-para-desenvolvimento-de-software-para-airbags-e-travoes/
https://icapital.com/newsroom/press-releases/icapital-expands-lisbon-office/


REPORT: DEEP-DIVE INTO THE PORTUGUESE TECH
MARKET, BY LANDING.JOBS  
 

 

Landing.Jobs recently launched a report on the Portuguese tech market, a tool that
aims to help both companies and professionals navigate the Portuguese tech scene.

 

 

 

 

 

RECOGNITION

 

SOME OF BMW’S TECH SECRET SAUCE IS MADE IN
LISBON

Learn how some of BMW’s latest digital and infotainment systems are designed in
Portugal through this Portuguese-German joint venture on future BMW Group cars.

 

 

 

 

 
 

DID YOU KNOW?

 

 

https://campaign.landing.jobs/gttt-deep-dive-into-the-portuguese-tech-market?_ga=2.217580318.986091813.1668397034-812264248.1668397033
https://www.bmwblog.com/2022/11/09/bmw-critical-techworks-lisbon/


PORTUGAL RANKS 14TH IN CLIMATE CHANGE PERFORMANCE

Portugal remains among the high-performing countries in the Climate Change
Performance Index (CCPI) 2023, climbing two notches from the previous year to
14th.

READ MORE

 

 

 

 

As Cronos Europa extends its European operations in support of the digital ambitions
of European Institutions, Lisbon is an obvious choice. Beyond being a strong talent
hub, Lisbon’s workforce resonates with many of our values and characteristics (…)
The Portuguese market offers us a pool of talent with a young and collaborative
spirit, attracted by new technologies, deeply rooted in a strong human dimension,
where finding creative solutions to last-minute problems is second nature, not a
text-book mantra.

Dirk Deroost, CEO of Cronos Group
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